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The problem of the detailed spatial structure of dibipheqylenekhene Q) 

has been stodied repeatedly, both theoretically and experimentally, but no 

definite sclution has been reached. The combinatioc of two features makes 

it difficult to arrive at a prediction of the structure: the YulvenW riature 

cf the central double bond, which expresses itself in its unususl chemical 

reactione2), 9 in the unusual distortion polarization , and in the unusual 

bond order found in LCAO calculations 4) ;and-ontheotherhand-the 

%vercrowding” of the mole&la, in which tbe four hydrogen atoms in the 

positions 1, l’, 8, 8’. interfere with the planar structure that wculd other- 

wiee result from the presence of a normal double bend in tbe centre of the 

molecule. This inconsistency is thrown into relief by a comparison of 

dibiphenyleneGthene (I) with the thermochromic ethylenes such as di- 

xantbylene and bianthrone, in which the overcrowding resembles that pre- 

vailing in I. whilst the central~double bond has no fulvenic character: di- 

xanthylene and bianthrone exist in a colorless and a colored modification, 

whilst only one, red. form of I is knowu 
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In the solid state, dibiphenylene5thene (I) is not monoplanar; the benzene 

rings are beat out of the plane of the central fulvalene system, but without 8ac- 

rificing the centrosymmetry of the molecule 5) . III order to obtain information 

oa the spatial structure of I in eolution, we have applied nuclear magnetic re- 

sonance spectroscopy to this hydrocarbon, expecting the results to be inter- 

pretable without reference to any preconceived structural hypothesis 

In deuterocholoroform as solvent, three distinct multiplets have been 

observed in the following ratio: 

2.79r: 2.392: 1.692 = 2 : 1 : 1 

We submit that therssignment of these three multiplets to the eight hydrogen 

atome in 2, 3, 6, 7, 2’, 3’, 6’, 7’ -, the four hydrogen atoms in 4, 5, 4’. 5’ -, 

and the four hydrogen atoms in 1, 6, l’, 8’, respectively, is unequivocal. The 

assignment follows from the comparison of the N. Id. Ii. spectrum of I with 

that of 2, 7, 21, 7’ - tetrsmethyl-dibiphenylene6thene (II) and dibiphenylene- 

ethane (IU). In II, one observes a singlet at 4.0 r, a singlet at 1.77 r, a doub- 

let at 2.442, and another doublet at 2.85r. The of the peaks is 

: 2 : 2 : 2 ; the peak at 4.0 -r is undoubtedly due to the methyl hydrogen atoms. 

In III, which lacks the central double bond, one finds an aliphatic smglet at 

5. 29 T and two aromatic multiplets at 2.392 and 2.89 c ; ratio between 

peaks is : 2 6, respectively. absorption in low field, is 

so of I II, is in III . 

The of the of I II proves the multiplet 

2. 79~ I corresponds the hydrogen 2, 3, 7, 2’, 6’, 7’ 

the doublet 2.85 t II to hydrogen atoms 3, 6, 6’. The 

difference between speck.. of and II therefore, m fact that the 

former have a in the field (at 69z), in latter a 

(at 1. Only the atoms at l’, 6, can aive a singlet: 

methyl groups 2, 7, 7’ m prevent the at the 

position which of course, m I. doublet at 44 z Il is, 

related to hydrogen atoms 4, 4’, 5’, which - as 

ted - I and as multiplets. 
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It is thus clear that in the N.M. R. spectrum of dibiphenyleneLIthene, 

there appears a dtsttnct absorption in the low field due to the four hydrogen 

atoms that crowd the central double bond. We submit that this absorptfon 

in the low field reflects an fnteracti~ between these four bvdrogen atoms’l), 

especially in view of the fact’) that the closely analogous, but conformational- 

ly more mobile 9-benzhydr$lidenefluorene &es not show an analogous effect. 

No conclusion can yet be drawn from these data as to the enact spatial struc- 

ture of I. 

The exact distance between these hydrogen atoms, that would still per- 

mit interaction, will have to be determined by other mesns 8) . However, it csn 

already be said that if the dtbfphenylene@thene molecule is twisted, as has 

been concluded, e. g. , from its absorption spectrum 9) , the twist must be lfmi- 

ted to a degree which still permits interaction between the “ortho’‘-hydrqgen 

atoms. In tins connection, it should be noted that dfxantbylene in its colorless 

form does not indicate any interaction between the “orthou-hydrogen atoms in 

its N. 116. R. spectrum 10) . 

The results obtained invite a study of other overcrowded ethylenes, such 

as dixanthylene and bisnthrone, and of other titlvenes 11) . 
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Chart I 

I 

nlnltipl~at1.80 t 

Qlsd=?S--~ 
r, 6, l’, 8’) 

maltIpletat2.99 2 

&vmm-~rt 
4, 5, I’, 6’) 

multiplet at 2.79 r 
@ydroigelI atolne at 
2,s. 6,T, 2’,3’, 6’,7’) 

II 

8ingIet at 1.77 ‘t 
(hydrogtwl atama at 
1, 8, 1’. 8’) 

aJubletat2.44r 

&niro6ezlltomr 8t 
4, 5, 41, 6’ ) 

doubIetat2.86 

) 

multiplet 2.80 r 

@.vdro6en as 
1,2,3,6,7,8,1’,2’, 

6’. 7’. 

8ingIetat5.29 e 
(bgrdroeenptcmreat 
9, 9’) 
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